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Decant Sites 
We are still waiting for confirmation regarding a second school site from the Hong Kong Government. We                 
visited two possible sites in Tai Wai earlier this year which we felt were more than adequate for the decant.                    
The school buildings were built by the Government around 20 years ago and used as Government schools                 
with a capacity to accommodate 1100 students. Large classrooms were constructed to accommodate 40+              
students and we envisage being able to convert the larger classrooms into science labs. We consider the                 
facilities and standards at the Tai Wai sites to be an improvement on Borrett Road due to the larger                   
classrooms, a school hall on each site, and the proximity of sporting facilities. We propose housing around                 
600 students on each site to be split into the following: Years 7, 8, 12 and 13 together on one site and                      
Years 9, 10 and 11 on the other site. The transport links between the two sites is very accessible being only                     
10 minutes apart. Both sites are near MTR stations and large bus interchanges.  
 
 
Decant Planning Stage  
The decision to decant to Tai Wai has reduced the time frame for the redevelopment of Borrett Road to 3-4                    
years. On the other hand, if Island School chose not to or was unable to move out from it’s site at Borrett                      
Road, the redevelopment could possibly have taken 7 years or more to complete. We are therefore keen                 
to reduce the time frame for the redevelopment as much as possible and ensure the safety of the students                   
and staff. We do not envisage any disruption to the students’ education and will still offer a broad option                   
of IB subjects and introduce new subjects.  
 
We intend, and as a priority, to make every effort to avoid disruption to the students’ education but some                   
of our staff may be required to travel between the two sites to conduct lessons. This may be the case with                     
extra-curricular classes in order to keep those classes and activities running. We are currently reviewing               
class timetables between the two sites and, although this may prove a challenge, we intend to avoid any                  
disruption for the students.  
 
Transport from Hong Kong Island to Tai Wai 
The ESF is seeking solutions in order to avoid additional travelling costs and limit travelling time for our                  
students. During the planning stage, we shall be working with the bus companies and the ESF will have to                   
bear or subsidise some of the travelling costs . 
 
 
Redevelopment of Island School 
Our main objectives are to retain the “Island School Spirit” and provide a facility suitable for “21st century                  
education”. There is a wonderful relationship that exists between the senior and junior students. For               
example, mentoring programs and the Year 7 Camp, which was run by our senior prefects to encourage the                  
“big brother, big sister feeling”. The Island School’s ethos promote student identity using the house               

 
 



system and therefore fostering a close bond between students and house tutors. The identity of each                
house by its colour and name will be incorporated into the redevelopment. We also need to consider                 
during the design process what education might be like in 6, 10 or 20 years’ time. 
 
Architects 
Billy Tam and Peggy Seto from Thomas Chow Architects presented two design proposals : social design                
(path concept) and landscape design (mountain concept). Please visit the school’s website            
www.island.edu.hk for a detailed view of each design. The overall aim of the redevelopment is to facilitate                 
maximum use of the Borrett Road site for additional classrooms, indoor and outdoor facilities, flexible               
teaching spaces, library, larger communal areas and sports facilities. One major aspect of the design is the                 
central path leading from the Borrett Road entrance up through the school. The idea of the path was                  
derived from Ladder Street in Mid-Levels. We wanted to incorporate a focal point which retained the                
communal feel that exists already. Each student house will lead off from the path as well as the main                   
communal facilities such as the main assembly hall, drama theatres, green spaces and the auditorium. We                
have taken also into consideration the current and future impact of traffic congestion on Borrett Road thus                 
incorporating parking spaces and  underground drop-off areas for coaches and private parking facilities.  
 
We believe that education of the future is the flexible teaching approach. We visited various schools in                 
Denmark earlier this year to garner ideas. However, although our designs are modelled on the flexible                
teaching approach which uses portable partitioning between classrooms for say multi-classroom activities,            
we must first and foremost, consider students’ individual needs and, in particular, special needs, but also                
be able to provide both private and group learning.  
 
We endeavour to make a decision regarding both design concepts in the early part of 2015. 
 
 
ESF Recruitment  
Two personnel, Jacqueline Archer and Mei Lau, were recruited in late October to manage the Development                
and Redevelopment Office. In addition, the ESF is currently recruiting a Development Director and a               
Decant Manager. 
 
Building Committee 
The Building Committee comprises the ESF, Parent Focus Group, Stakeholders, School Council and Thomas              
Chow Architects. 
 
 
Alumni 
We are working closely with the Island School Alumni Association in ensuring that as many Islanders (past                 
and present) take an active part in the redevelopment which is and will be invaluable. We are also                  
reviewing long term fundraising opportunities with both Island School Alumni Association and the PTA. 
 
50th Anniversary 
2017 marks the 50th Anniversary of Island School. Coincidentally the same year as the demolition takes                
place. The Island School Alumni Association will shortly start planning towards the celebratory events of               
this special year.  If you have any ideas, we’d love to hear from you.  
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